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DefExpo 2018 will highlight India as an emerging
defence production hub
By Anil Bhat
The department of defence production presented policy initiatives for supporting Indian vendors,
especially MSME in the field of defence production.
It all began with a two-day “Defence Industry Development Meet” organised by department of defence
production, ministry of defence (MoD) in Chennai on January 18, 2018, when in the presence of Tamil Nadu
chief minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami, defence minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced that the next
Defence Expo would be organised in Chennai between April 11 and 14, 2018.
The meet’s aim was to initiate the forging of new partnerships with private industry with the aim of
achieving self-reliance in defence production under the “Make in India” initiative of the Union government
and of encouraging and facilitating participation of private industries, especially micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) in defence manufacturing.
Focusing on indigenisation, import substitution and technology infusion, the event will provide private
firms/companies, especially vendors from Tamil Nadu region an overview of the existing defence procurement
policy, indigenisation and outsourcing procedures of defence public sector undertakings (DPSUs)/Ordnance
Factory Board (OFB) and update them on the recent government policy initiatives to promote indigenisation
and outsourcing and opportunities thereon.
The highlights of the event were:
 The department of defence production presented policy initiatives for supporting Indian vendors,
especially MSME in the field of defence production.
 Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) showcased the technologies available for
the private sector for commercial exploitation. The defence minister handed over three representative
Transfer of Technology agreements of DRDO to industry — one each for the Army, Navy and the Air
Force.
 HAL, BEL, BEML, BDL, Midhani showcased over 50 products for indigenisation by the industry.
 OFB offered more than 20 products to vendors for indigenisation.
 MDL, GRSE, GSL showcased vendor development opportunities.
 Defence minister released the simplified “Make-II” procedure, which stipulates relaxed eligibility
criteria, minimal documentation, provisions for suo-motu proposals from individuals/industry,
particularly for innovative solutions and relaxed eligibility criteria for start ups. This procedure
envisages for assurance of order on successful development of prototype.
A Defence Investor Cell has been set up by department of defence production to directly interact with all
interested investors with regard to potential investment and queries related to policy and projects handled by
the MoD.
More than 1,000 vendors participated in the two-day event for which the Indian Army, Navy and the Air
Force projected their requirements, especially related to MSMEs, for indigenisation. Ministry of MSME
presented the policy initiatives to support MSME. Department of industrial policy and promotion brought out
the initiatives taken by the government for “ease of doing business” processes and issues related to licensing of
defence products. Ministry of home affairs presented their requirement for police and paramilitary forces.
DPSUs/OFB are providing facility for on-the-spot vendor registration for prospective vendors for supplying
defence needs.

The defence minister also highlighted the recent policy initiatives, including “Make-II” procedure
released by the government on January 16, 2018, the defence innovation hub in Coimbatore and the Defence
Investor Cell. She said more initiatives to promote “Make in India” in defence would be taken up.
The defence ministry’s press release dated March 4, 2018 states that DefExpo 2018 will, for the first
time, project India’s defence manufacturing capabilities to the world. This is reflected in the tagline for the
expo: “India: The Emerging Defence Manufacturing Hub”. DefExpo 2018 will brand India as an exporter of
several defence systems and components for all three services — Army, Navy and Air Force. While
showcasing strengths of India’s substantial public sector, it will also uncover India’s growing private industry
and spreading MSME base for components and sub-systems.
DefExpo 2018 will present Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd’s various flying platforms, including
domestically designed and manufactured fourth-generation Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) — Tejas; Advanced
Light Helicopter — Dhruv both of which have civil as well as combat variants; Light Combat Helicopter for
which IOC was received recently; Dornier civilian aircraft for which DGCA clearance was received and which
is likely to be inducted for regional connectivity purposes. Apart from HAL’s platforms, the expo will also
promote domestic private industry and aero-components industry.
As the DefExpo is being held on seashore, along the East Coast road enroute Chennai to
Mahabalipuram, it provides Indian Navy to display its domestic design and manufacturing capabilities. India
will present its naval designing capabilities in shipbuilding as one of the few countries of the world, which is
capable of designing a naval vessel from scratch to finish. While several frigates, corvettes and other ships will
be positioned along the shoreline for maximum visibility, India’s progress of manufacturing the Scorpene class
submarine will be unveiled.
Naval shipyards in public sector, including Mazagon Docks, (GRSE), Goa Shipyards, Hindustan
Shipyard and private shipyards will bring to view their capabilities in manufacturing and servicing ships.
Kattupalli shipyard of L&T, 40 km from Chennai, will also be accessible for DefExpo visitors. The press
release states that ships built in India have nearly 90 per cent indigenous components and that there is a
growing demand for Indian-built vessels from many countries in South Asia, Asean and the Africa region.
Under land systems, India will reveal the 155mm artillery gun “Dhanush” and the 155mm advanced
towed artillery gun (ATAG), for the first time designed and developed by DRDO in partnership with Kalyani
Group, Tata Power and OFBs. Also showcased will be battle tanks produced by/in India, including MBT
Arjun, T90 and T-72 and Bridge Laying Tanks with a span of over 70 feet and India’s plans to manufacture
about 750,000 assault rifles, 350,000 carbines and about 40,000 LMGs.
India’s significant missile and rocket manufacturing capabilities, including BrahMos surface-to-air, airto-air and sea-to-air missles, Akash missile system and Pinaka rockets are expected to be a major attraction.
Given the focus on highlighting India as an emerging defence production hub, DefExpo 2018 has
earmarked at least half the space for domestic exhibitors, making it the biggest ever opportunity to integrate
with the global supply chain of defence manufacturing. Emphasis is being given to invite delegations from
countries, which have shown keen interest in India’s weapon systems and platforms to provide a boost to
overall defence manufacturing in the country and to its export potential.
For participants in DefExpo 2018, the website (http://www.defexpoindia.in/) provides all necessary
information in a comprehensive manner, with complete registration details for international business visitors,
companies, MSMEs or general visitors. DefExpo is open for business visitors from April 11-14, 2018 and for
general public on April 14.
It will be interesting to note the outcome of DefExpo 2018 being held in South India for the first time,
considering the facts that many defence-related scientists and officials hail from the southern states and that
many defence research and production organisations are located there.
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IAF successfully tests guided bomb off Odisha coast
Bhubaneswar: The Indian Air Force (IAF) successfully carried out a three-day target simulation
exercise over Bay of Bengal by air dropping home grown sophisticated bombs paving the way for their
induction in the Armed Forces. Defence sources said three rounds of the indigenously developed bomb were
dropped from a fighter aircraft of IAF on different conditions. While first test of the series was conducted at
about 10 pm on Monday, the rest two consecutive tests were carried out on the next two days during afternoon.
The tests of the guided weapons designed and developed by Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) was aimed at gauging the accuracy of target simulation and precision hit. “The IAF
fighter aircraft carrying the bombs took off from Kalaikunda air base in West Bengal and dropped at perfect
locations off Odisha coast as coordinated. The tests were highly successful in terms of finding locations and
accuracy,” said a defence official. The medium range bombs, guided by its on board navigation system glided
before hitting the target with great precision.
The entire exercise was monitored by radars and electro-optic systems stationed at the Chandipur-based
Integrated Test Range (ITR). This is an all-weather precision guided weapon designed to provide enhanced
striking capability to the Air Force against buried targets. The low cost and light weight bomb is capable of
clearing ground-based enemy radar. Multiple DRDO laboratories including Bengaluru-based Defence
Avionics Research Establishment (DARE), Punebased Armament Research and Development Establishment
(ARDE) and Chandigarh-based Terminal Ballistics Research Laboratory (TBRL) with Research Centre Imarat
(RCI) at Hyderabad as the nodal laboratory have contributed towards development of the bomb.
The successful test has once again proved that the country has now become self-reliant in the area of
guided precision bombs and has the capability to design, develop and launch the guided weapon systems up to
100 km away with high precision. The complete avionics package and navigation system has been designed
and developed by RCI.
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2018/mar/09/iaf-successfully-tests-guided-bomb-offodisha-coast-1784240.html

